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"It's always a roll of the dice putting on a band that, almost, no one had seen or heard before... would the audience come out and would the band
live up to your own expectations are just two of the many questions that constantly play through your mind. 

 
Last night we rolled those dice... and we're happy to say that we won! 

 
The room was comfortably full by thirty minutes before show time and there was a real buzz of expectation. Sure we'd heard the album and seen

a few videos but this was the first time anyone there had experienced The Achievers live. And what an experience it was! By the end of the
opening salvo of 'Little Girl' and 'Run On' closely followed by 'The Cuckoo' there was some major chair dancing going on and, importantly, smiles

had spread over the majority's faces. Those smiles grew wider with Steve Ferbrache's anecdotes introducing each song (quite aside from being a
great singer and musician this guy could easily do stand up!). 

 
Through two sets The Achievers took every genre from Blues, through Country to Cajun, Gospel, Rock n' Roll and Reggae, threw it all in a blender

and produced a flood of 'good time music'!  
 

 This is music to dance to, to sing along to...and music that stirs up such positive emotions that you can't help but smile! This is, in a nutshell, a
band that entertains! 

 
Two indicators of how good a night was are how quickly it seemed to pass (it was over in a flash last night!) and how the merch sales went (the

queue formed barely before the end of the first set!). 
 

We're delighted to have brought such a great band to the attention of a room full of new fans. Now we'd encourage others to go and see them
wherever you can. Oh and... festival bookers, promoters, venue managers - if you want a great crowd pleasing band (who also happen to be a

delight to work with!) book The Achievers before their diary gets to crammed! 
 

Our thanks to The Achievers for such a great show and a huge thanks to all those who came out, filled the room, had faith in our choice of band
and made it such a great night at The Tuesday Night Music Club!" 

 
The Tuesday Night Music Club
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Question: Is power and volume always
necessary in Blues? The answer - "no" is

provided by British band The Achievers. On
their new album they show that with an

intimate but very assured swinging sound
you can deliver a very good blues album.

Names such as Terry Dactyl & The
Dinosaurs, Canned Heat, Geraint Watkins

and JJ Cale come to mind while listening to
this album. The Achievers deliver an album
full of sultry intimate Rhythm & Blues with

well-groomed vocals. This band must be
able to provide many swinging concerts!ʺ 

 
BLUES MAGAZINE   

(NETHERLANDS) 
 
 



ʺReaI Rhythm & Blues...I couldn’t help being
pulled into the atmosphere the band build

with such ease. If you love the era they
evoke so well I doubt you could do better

than The Achieversʺ  
 

BLUESDOODLES (UK) 
 
 



"'Live at the SVA' is the successful
debut of The Achievers, who will

easily will fill dance floors with their
vintage dancing music. They clearly

holding all the aces in their hands!... " 
 

Rootstime (Belgium) 
 
 



"Excellent  harmony between each
musician, they made the whole

audience jump and for me it was a
special night" 

 
Nours Jazz & Blues (France) 



"Great, had me jigging about. So
impressed with this band and their

album" 
 

Still Got The Blues Radio (UK) 
 
 

"This album is so good, gets me
dancing every time" 

 
Top of The Blues Radio (US) 

 



"Great, had me jigging about. So
impressed with this band and their

album" 
 

Still Got The Blues Radio (UK) 
 
 

"Excellent vocals and musicianship
throughout...impressive. " 

 
Blues News (Norway) 

 



"The Achievers have a fine and very
accessible sound rooted in the blues but

their approach also references the
early-60s beat groups with its energy

and rawness... 
 

They also draw a little on Americana
and  classic gospel, with Rufus Fry’s

wailing harmonica frequently pushing
things along brilliantly. Frontman Steve

Ferbrache has a  strong voice, and the
rhythm section really kicks. 

 
 The album powers along really well and
is guaranteed to get audiences dancing

and even the armchair listener
discretely moving along. I look forward

to hearing more from this outfit!" 
 

Twoj Blues Magazine (POLAND)  
 


